
Sketch and Text Guided Diffusion Model for Colored Point Cloud Generation
(Supplementary Material)

Here, we provide more details of our proposed method,
including color point cloud generation from freehand
sketch+text and from only freehand sketch. Section 2
presents typical attention maps for sketches and compares
the instance scores before and after attention. In Section 3,
we also include a more detailed comparison between DPM
[2], PVD [4], point-e [3], and STPD.

We also discuss some of the interesting features of our
proposed method at the end.

1. Color Point Cloud Generation

Returning to the color point cloud generation ability of
our proposed model, in this section, we present additional
visualizations for 3D generation of the chair and table cat-
egories from freehand sketch and text in point cloud genera-
tion (shown in Figure 1). Specifically, only chair and table
categories have color descriptions to support the sketch-text
based coloring. We ensure that the edge detection sketches
match hand drawn ones. Our conditional method produces
colored shapes that are more faithful to the input sketch-text
descriptions. Notice how our method pays more attention to
the shape details apparent in the sketch (e.g., see the table
legs). Note that for better visualization, we up-sample each
point cloud to 4096 points.

2. Typical Attention Maps Related to Sketches

We also present additional attention maps generated by
our attention-capsule network. In this section, we introduce
the Instance Score as the evaluation metric. For the instance
score on sketch (ISS), we count the number of useful pixels
and express it as a percentage of all sketch pixels. For the
instance score on capsule (ISC), we compute the highest
attention score of each dimension to all capsules and use
their average as the evaluation metric.

All visualized sketch and attention score maps are re-
ported in Table 2 and Figure 3. Note that, across all 24
sketches, the average number of useful pixels represent-
ing the instance is only 1.07% of the whole sketch. After
our capsule-attention module, the attention weight of the
instance improves to 58.68% for better diffusion.

3. More Point Cloud Generation Results
We further test our STPD model for generating object

shapes and categories from sketches. In this section, we
focus only on shape and do not include appearance diffu-
sion. Figure 5 shows our results. For each generation, we
input the sketch to generate the 3D shape for all four cate-
gories (airplane, chair, car, and table) used in our exper-
iments. Since there is no text description associated with
3D shape to support color diffusion, we manually assigned
colors for better visualization. The numerous generation re-
sults demonstrate that our STPD has a good ability to gen-
eralize and generate different 3D shapes.

4. Detailed Comparisons
We provide a more detailed visualized comparison be-

tween PVD [4], DPM [2], Point-E [3], and our STPD. PVD
is trained without color. However, this approach has some
drawbacks, such as not being able to capture the full range
of colors present in a given image.

DPM has been extended to simultaneously capture color
and geometry. However, the additional dimension for color
may bias the shape and result in higher variance when sim-
ply applying the dimension extension on the sketch-text
dataset.

Point-E is demonstrated here from a well-trained large
dataset and performs great. However, there are two main
problems with Point-E: 1) the shape generation does not
strictly follow the conditions (e.g., conditions with black
metallic arms but not generating the arms) and 2) the color
is not accurately related to the shape parts as conditioned
(e.g., showing black metallic feet but displaying gray feet).

In contrast, our method, STPD, shows faithful and fine
results from the conditions.

5. Additional Discussions
In this section, we will discuss three features of our pro-

posed method: (a) generating novel shapes, (b) the effects
of slight changes in the sketch, and (c) conflicting sketch
and text.

Our STPD method can learn the variance of parts from
the training set. Given novel changes (such as back holes
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Figure 1. Visualization of the generated objects from free-hand sketch and text. Our model generates better geometry and has the additional
functionality of generating colored point clouds. Being conditional, our method produces colored shapes that are more faithful to the input
sketch-text descriptions.

and hollow backrest sketch) that do not exist in the train-
ing shapes, the STPD learns these changes from the whole
shapes and modifies the generated shapes to make the re-
sults faithful to the condition. However, we only trained the
diffusion model on some categories of ShapeNet [1], which
may limit its ability to deal with totally strange objects. It
would be an interesting direction to train a more generalized
model across large datasets using our extending methods,
like the Stable-diffusion did in the 2D area.

We also tested some slight changes in the sketch to show
that the results are faithful to the conditions. However,
our vanilla STPD model is trained on a small dataset with
sketch-text conditions, and we did not consider conflicts
during training. Thus, we tested conflicting input sketches
and text (such as a sketch with no armrest and text with an
armrest). During the diffusion process, the model some-

times followed the sketch and sometimes the text. We
believe that the well-trained BERT mask would randomly
mask the conflict information in each modality.
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Figure 2. Visualization of attention score maps from sketch to capsule. For attention score maps, the darker capsule components pay more
attention with our attention-routing module in the final feature extraction. The lighter parts denote less attention. We report the Instance
score in Table 2 to show the improvement of the attention.



Figure 3. Visualization comparison Between PVD [4], DPM [2], Point-E [3], and our STPD. We enlarge the local details to demonstrate
that our STPD outperforms other baselines in terms of geometry and color generation. Our method produces faithful results from the input
conditions.
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Figure 4. Visualization of point cloud generations for airplane, chair, car, table category from free-hand sketches. Our model achieves
good generalization ability for generating different shapes that are faithful to the condition provided by the respective sketch.

Figure 5. Feature discussions. (a) generating novel shapes, and (b) effects of slight changes in the sketch, and (c) conflicting sketch & text.
The main change part of sketch is highlighted with a green box.


